BQ TAI CHINHC0NG HOA XA HQl CHU NGHlA VIET NAM
HQC VIEN TAI CHINHBoc lap - Tu do - Hanh phuc

Ha noi ngay^^^thang 4 nam 2020

THlT MOd VIET BAI H0I THAO KHOA HQC QU6C TE
"Phat triln kinh te vi Kinh doanh ben vfrng trong dieu kien to^n cau hoa"

(Lan thii 3)
Kinh gin:
-Cac Truang Bai hoc, cic Vien Nghien cuu, cac to chuc, doanh nghiep.
-Cac nha khoa hpc, giang vien, nha nghien ciiu, nha quan 1^.

Cach mang cong nghiep lan thur hi g5n HSn vdi doi m^i sang tao mang lai cdc
cong nghe nen tang nhu tri tue nhan tao, Internet van vat...v6i toe do va quy mo chua

timg co trong lich sir; cac th^eh thiic sinh th^i, trong do c6 bien d6i khi hau va dich benh,
de dqa sir phat trien kinh te xa hpi...Toan cau h6a d5 mang lai tSng tnr^ng va ph^t tri^n 6
cap dQ quoc te, nhung n6 cung da tao ra sir bat binh ding ngay cang 16n. Tac dpng cda
toan cau h6a, hpi nhp quoc te, bien doi khi hau, dich benh da lam cho th^ gidi ducmg dai
dang c6 nhihig chuyln bien, tdc dpng sau sfic tr^n nhieu lihh vpc cua dbi song kinh te xa h^i cua nhan loai.
1.Muc tieu \h ngi dung ciia Hpi thao
Theo kS hoach nam 2020, Hpc vi^n Tai chinh t6 chiic Hpi th^o Qu6c tS: "Phdt
trien kinh te vh Kinh doanh ben vung trong dieu kign to^n cau h6a", lan thii' 3. Vdi
mpc tieu nh^m dua ra e^e nhSn dinh, phan tich d^nh gi^, cac chinh sach, gi^i ph^p, cac
vSn dl ducmg dai, toan clu h6a, kinh te the gidi va khu virc. Npi dung cua Hpi thao tap
trung vao c^c van de nhu:

-Mo hlnh tang truang kinh te cac quoc gia. Moi truang Sau tu va kinh doanh;
-Cac van Se lien quan chirih,sach tai chinh; Quan tri kinh doanh trong Sieu kien
toan cdu hoa; Tac Sqng cua Hqi nhap, Hu do hoa thucmg mqi Sen phdt trien kinh te va
Kinh doanh ben vung; •.''' !''

-Phat trien ben -vung va each mang 4.0; Ke loan, kiem toan va hqi nhqp quoc te;

Tai chinh va quan tri tdi'chinh doanh nghi^p; Tai chinh cong ty Sa quoc gia;
-Cac nqi dung cu the IiKac lien quan Sen Kinh te, Tai chinh, Ke toan, Ngan hang,
Ouan tri kinh doanh, kinh te phdt trien, kinh te tdi nguyen, kinh te chia si, kinh te so...

2.Thdi gian, dja diem va thanh phan tham dy
-ThM gian: Dir kiln t6 chuc vao thing 09 nam 2020.
-Bia diem: Hoc vien Tai chinh.

-Thdnh phan tham dy: Cdc nhd khoa hpc din tit cdc t6 chute qulc tl, ca quan
trung uang, cdc trudng d^i hpc, vipn nghiSn curu trong vd ngodi nude nhu: Dai hpc
Greenwich, Ban kinh tl Trung uong, Uy ban kinh tl ctia Qulc h^i, V3n phdng Chinh
phi, Uy ban gidm sit Tai chinh quoc gia, Ngdn hdng Nhd nude, Bp Tdi chinh, BO Kl
hoach vd Bdu tu, Bp Cong thuang, Vipn Hdn ldm khoa hpc xd hpi, cdc Hpc vi^n, Vien,
Trudng dai hpc khli Kinh tl vd Quan trj kinh doanh, ede chuydn gia kinh tl, dai didn ede
doanh nghipp, ede ca quan bdo chi, truyln thOng,....
3.Ngon ngir vd hinh thdc hpi thao:

-Ngon ngff bdi vilt: Tilng Anh
-Hinh thdc: Tai hpi trudng ho^c ttyc tuyen

-Trinh bdy t^i hpi thdo: Tilng Anh, Tilng vi^^
4.Dieu kipn ddng bdi vd Thdi gian gui bdi:

-Bai vilt phu hpp vdi nOi dung, hinh thuc quy djnh, dupe ban biOn t$p Hpi thdo
ph^ duydt.

-Bdi vilt dupe chip nh^n sS ddng todn vdn trong ky ylu hpi thdo khoa hpc quOc
tl, cd gily phdp xult bdn, cd chi si ISBN.
-Miln phi doi vdi Cdn bO, Gidng viOn, Nhd khoa hpc cua Hpc vipn Tai chinh.

-Thdi gian nhan bdi vilt din ngdy 15/8/2020
-Bja chi nhdn bdi vilt: HoithaoKDBViaihvtc.edu.vn

-Phi bdi vilt: 2.000.000 d/ bdi; gidm 50% dli vdi tdc gid Id NCS.
5.Thong tin lien hp

Mpi thong tin chi tilt ve hpi thdo xin vui ldng liOn hO vdi Ban tl chute hOi thdo,
Hpc viOn Tdi chinh:
1.D/cNgO Thanh Hodng - P. Trudng ban Qudn ly Khoa hpc (PT); DT: 0912.792.999.

2.D/c Nguyln Thj Thanh Huyln - Ban Qudn ly Khoa Hpc; DT: 0904755576.
3.D/c Nguyen Hlng Chinh - Ban Qudn ^^ Khoa Hpc; DT: 0989670001
Hpc vin Tdi chinh kinh mdi vd mong nhpn bdi vilt cua nhd khoa hpc, nhd nghi&i
ctiu, gidng vien, nhd qudn ty, quy ca quan...d! hpi thdo thdnh cong.
Tran trpng!

QUY SJNH HiNH THtTC BAl Vl^^T
BANG KY YtV H^l THAO .
(Kem theo gidy men ngdy.0S/.(^L./2020 cua Gidm doc Hgc vi$n Tat chinh)
Trangl: Giai thieu thong tin
-Ten tdc gia

-Hpc ham hQC vj
-Don vi cong tac (B5ng ci Tieng Anh va Viet)
-Thong tin lien lac (Dai chi, email, di^n thoai)
Tv trang 2: Ni dung bai viet
(xem file dinh kem)

mAu trinh bay bai viet
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Abstract: Pharmaceutical industry is an industry constantly in the focus of Vietnam, currently this industry
has experienced a phenomena! growth due to better national economy, rising income per capita, and improved
education have driven up the demands for pharmaceutical products. Despite those positive signals, there is a
mutual concern among investors that the expansion is over heated, and thus lead to a doubt about unstable
market. This paper seeks to answer the question by applying various techniques combined with a well-structured
framework, include three critical factors: (i) economic, (ii) environment and (Hi) social. Qualitative research
method was adopted to gauge the overall situation of environment and social aspect, while economic aspect is
approach in quantitative ways. Drawing from well-recognized model of Altman, financial health of
pharmaceutical firms is measured by an industry specific Z score, built on a comprehensive analysis of data of
pharmaceutical firms. The incorporated results suggest a promising future of sustainability with 14 firms has
high chance of maintaining its growth, other 10 firms are on neutral stage and only 4 firms are considered as
potential distress. Further, the Z' score model also shows a potential application in credit scoring and

predicting future financial health, which is potentially fitfor objectives credit institutions

The manuscripts should begin with an indented and italicized abstract of around 150 - 200
words, describing the main arguments and conclusions of the article.
Keywords: 3-5 words in alphabetical order
JEL codes for the manuscript are required

1. Introduction

Anintroduction should be illustrated the following main points:
(i) Rational for research and the necessity of research topic fiom theoretical and practical
perspectives.

(ii) Identify the issues of research
(iii) Objectives of the research
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2.Literature Review/ Theoretical Framework and Methods
The following content of this part is not compulsory:

(i) Literature Review and related Theoretical Background
(ii) Theoretical Framework or Analytical Framework
(iii) Quantitative and/ or Qualitative Research Methods

3.Results and Discussion
This part should have discussion on analytical interpretation and new findings. The
authors should identify the relation of new findings with previous studies.

4.Conclusions and Policy Implications
Based on the research result and new findings, some suggestions/ recommendations
should be made to policy regulators and managers.

5.References
Please ensure that every reference cited in the text is also present in the reference list
(and vice versa). Any references cited in the abstract must be given in full. Citations in
the text should use the Harvard system of short references (e.g Dunning, 2000, p.2;

Smith, 2005a, 2005b).

Bibliographical list containing all the works referred to, in alphabetical order, to
appear at the end of paper.
For examples:
Daly, J (2004), Theory A, Elsevier, Sydney.
Edwards, H (2003), 'Export orientation in Southeast Asia', Journal of Asian
Economics, 42(6), 68-72.

6.Structure Requirement
6.1. Main text

Manuscripts must be in English and should be written using MsWord, with New
Times Roman font, type size 12 with 1.5 line spacing. The length should not be more
than 8,000 words (inclusive of tables, figures, notes, references and appendices).

Bulleted lists may be included and should look like this:
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First point
•Second point
•And so on

Ensure that you return to the 'Els-body-text' style, the style that you will mainly be
using for large blocks of text, when you have completed your bulleted list.
Please do not alter the formatting and style layouts which have been set up in this template
document. As indicated in the template, papers should be prepared in one column format
suitable for direct printing onto paper with trim size 210 x 297 mm. Do not number pages
on the ftont, as page numbers will be added separately for the preprints and the Proceedings.
Leave a line clear between paragraphs.

6.2.Section headings

Section headings should be left justified, bold, with the first letter capitalized and numbered
consecutively, starting with the Introduction. Sub-section headings should be in capital and
lower-case italic letters, numbered 1.1, 1.2, etc, and left justified, with second and
subsequent lines indented. All headings should have a minimum of three text lines after
them before a page or column break. Ensure the text area is not blank except for the last
page.

6.3.Tables
All tables should be numbered with Arabic numerals. Every table should have a caption.
The figure number and caption should be typed below the illustration in 10 pt and center

justified. Headings should be placed above tables, left justified. Only horizontal lines should
be used within a table, to distinguish the column headings from the body of the table, and
immediately above and below the table. Tables must be embedded into the text and not
supplied separately. Below is an example which the authors may find useful.

Table 1. An example of a table.

An example of a columnColumn AColumn B

beading
And an entry14
And another entry25
And another entry36
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Source:

6.4. Figures

All figures should be numbered with Arabic numerals (1,2,3,....). Every figure should
have a caption. All photographs, schemas, graphs and diagrams are to be referred to as
figures. Line drawings should be good quality scans or true electronic output. The

figure number and caption should be typed below the illustration in 10 pt and center
justified. For example, see Fig. 1.

Fig. 1.

Source

6.5. Equations

Equations and formulae should be typed in Math type and numbered consecutively
with Arabic numerals in parentheses on the right-hand side of the page (if referred to
explicitly in the text). They should also be separated from the surrounding text by one
space.

-^-^- = 0

6.6. Footnotes

Footnotes should be avoided if possible. Number them consecutively throughout the
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article1. The footnotes should be typed single spaced, and in smaller type size (8 pt), at
the foot of the page in which they are mentioned and separated from the main text by a
one-line space extending at the foot of the column.
Please do not change the margins of the template as this can result in the footnote falling
outside printing range

6.7. File naming and delivery

Please title your files in this order 'Author name / SEDBM 2020_ authorsfullname'.

Appendix A. An example appendix
Authors including an appendix section should do so before References section. Multiple

appendices should all have headings in the style used above. They will automatically be
ordered A, B, C etc.

A.I. Example of a sub-heading within an appendix

There is also the option to include a subheading within the Appendix if you wish.

